Online vs. Professional
Weather Services:
There is No Comparison
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There are plenty of free online resources for weather
information. But for flight operations, too much depends
on the weather—your equipment, your schedule, your
bottom line, and your people—to settle for anything
less than the most accurate and detailed information
available. You need precise, real-time, aviation-specific
weather intelligence to make the best decisions to
protect your crew, your passengers, and your profits.

You need AviationSentry Online®.

DTN’s advanced weather forecast system combines
state-of-the-art technology with continuous oversight
by experienced aviation meteorologists to create highly
localized, frequently updated, and consistently accurate
weather forecasts.
Since no single weather model is correct
all the time at every location, we use a
multiple-model approach to ensure accuracy.
We compare these forecasts to ground
observations to create a single weighted
forecast more accurate than any of the
individual sources.

In addition, the AviationSentry Online®
solution provides an integrated singlescreen view of the weather information you
need and distributes it to all operational
staff. That means everyone, from the pilots
to the dispatch staff, has the same up-todate information they need.

All of our forecasts are also reviewed by one
of our experienced meteorologists to ensure
the particular nuances of micro-weather
features—often induced by local landforms
like mountains or coastal areas—are taken
into account before the forecast is finalized.

The system is also easily customized to
your operation’s specific requirements and
allows for easy automation of alerts and
communications, reducing the workload
of routine messaging and allowing staff
to focus on the most important matters
at hand.

DTN is certified as a Qualified Internet
Communications Provider (QICP) by the U.S.
FAA, guaranteeing it meets strict standards
for reliability, accessibility, and security
—something you won’t get from free internet
forecasting services.

When you need a professional opinion, our
experienced meteorologists are available
online 24/7, so you can get your questions
answered in minutes, and even see what
others in your field are asking.
All so you can keep your business running
smoothly and safely.

Airlines, airports, corporate flight departments, FBOs, and helicopter
operators are all choosing AviationSentry Online®.

24x7x365
When DTN meteorologists are available.

Every hour
How often our forecasts are updated.

1
A single accurate forecast, displayed on a single integrated screen.

2 minutes
How quickly we can initiate a transmission of data to our
customers (if not sooner).

